Replin is a decentralized reputation and payment platform that allows consumers to sell goods and services on almost any marketplace with their existing PayPal account while earning public, transferable reputation – allowing them to carry their seller rating across any platform they use.

The Challenge
Replin is a new service with an innovative business model. The team was looking for a payments solution that could be easily customized to their monetization needs. The solution also needed to be widely known and trusted by buyers and sellers around the world.

The PayPal Solution
Replin selected the PayPal Commerce Platform because of its flexibility, and because PayPal is the most trusted online payments brand*. “PayPal is globally recognized, which brings a huge sense of comfort to our sellers and shoppers, so it was an obvious choice,” said Gee Chuang, Replin co-founder and CEO.

The Results
Replin was able to customize PayPal’s solutions to fit its payment and monetization needs, relying on PayPal’s global payments infrastructure to keep their payments up and running. According to Chuang, “The PayPal Commerce Platform was the ideal solution. It enabled us to off-load all the payments to PayPal so we could focus on the rest of our business.”

The Key to Global Growth
The PayPal Commerce Platform is an all-in-one global solution designed specifically for marketplaces, ecommerce solution providers, crowdfunding platforms and more.

To learn more go to: paypal.com/commerceplatform

*Over twice as many people trust PayPal than our closest digital wallet competitor.